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Abstract: In this study, we propose an optimal cluster expansion-based intrusion-tolerant system
(ITS) that can maintain quality of service (QoS) under a massive denial of service (DoS) attack.
Our proposed scheme conserves resources while maintaining good QoS by optimally increasing and
decreasing cluster size. To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, we use a CloudSim
simulator and compare our proposed scheme with an existing conventional adaptive cluster
transformation (ACT) scheme. Our simulation results show that the proposed scheme outperforms
the conventional ACT scheme in terms of better QoS and lower resource consumption.

Keywords: intrusion-tolerant system; optimal cluster expansion; denial of service (DoS); virtual
machine (VM); queuing theory

1. Introduction

Internet access and mobile communication technologies have developed very rapidly, and have
enabled users to access useful services. This accessibility provides convenience to the users,
but simultaneously makes users vulnerable to malicious attacks. Many security countermeasures
have been introduced, such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems (IDSs), and intrusion prevention
systems (IPSs) [1,2]. However, these systems are still vulnerable to evolving malicious attacks, such as
zero-day attacks that can target publicly known but unpatched vulnerabilities. To alleviate this problem,
an intrusion-tolerant system (ITS) has been recently introduced in the literature. The goal of ITS is
to provide reliability and survivability by maintaining quality of service even while under attack [3].
When designing an ITS, the fundamental principles are redundancy, diversity, and recovery [4,5].
Redundancy refers to the duplication of elements or services in a system. Redundant systems
provide stable services by using duplicated elements or services as substitutes when the original
elements or services are attacked. Diversity refers to the variety of attributes of an element or
service; thus, the duplicated substitutes can have the same function for redundancy, while having
different attributes for diversity. Recovery refers to the restoration process of an element or service,
and conserves resources.

As cloud computing techniques evolve, virtual machine (VM)-based ITSs have attracted the
attention of researchers [6,7]. Multiple VMs are used in a host to provide redundancy principles
instead of using a backup system. One well-known ITS is a self-cleansing intrusion tolerance (SCIT)
system [8,9], which uses VM snapshots to periodically recover the system. Hence, the exposure time to
attackers is reduced. A SCIT system consists of a central controller and several hosts. Each host contains
duplicated VMs. Each VM provides service during the designated exposed time, and then undergoes
the recovery process. Every VM follows a four-step circular process: active–grace period–cleansing–live
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spare. During the active state period, a VM provides service by receiving and processing incoming
requests. Therefore, this period is referred to as the exposed window time. This four-step process can be
divided into two groups: online VMs and offline VMs, as shown in Figure 1. However, an SCIT system
can be significantly affected by a massive-scale attack like a denial of service (DoS) or distributed DoS
(DDoS), because the number of online VMs providing services are fixed in a SCIT system. That is,
the total number of processing packets is limited [6,8,9].

Figure 1. Overview of a self-cleansing intrusion tolerance (SCIT) system. VM: virtual machine.

To alleviate those problems, an adaptive cluster expansion scheme is necessary to preserve
system QoS by rapidly and adaptively increasing the number of online VMs according to
a massive packet attack. Moreover, the performance of a cluster expansion scheme must consider
a waste-of-resources analysis. That is, the total number of VMs from the cluster expansion must be
compared with the appropriate number of VMs necessary for preserving QoS. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose an optimal cluster expansion-based ITS scheme that can optimally increase or decrease the
number of online VMs to preserve system QoS. The optimal cluster size is computed using queuing
theory [10], and resource waste efficiency is also considered.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we discuss related work.
In Section 3, we propose an optimal cluster expansion-based ITS. The performance results for the
proposed system and findings are presented in Section 4. A discussion of the proposed system is
presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper and give some future works in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The generic architecture for an intrusion-tolerant system consists of various Web servers and
proxies [11]. Duplicated Web servers provide the same services but manage different applications
and OS on different hardware platforms. Proxies play an important role in monitoring Web servers
and other proxies. Thus, they are used to control user service requests, and can be applied to IDS.
In a generic ITS, a malicious attacker can reside inside the system until it shuts down the whole system.
Therefore, a preemptive recovery process is needed to prevent systems from shutting down due to the
malicious attacks. However, this general ITS system is not cost-effective, because it requires multiple
servers and various hardware platforms.

As virtualization computing technologies evolve, VM-based ITS is considered as a cost-effective
system. Redundancy is achieved by increasing the VMs, and diversity is achieved with various
operating systems and applications. A recovery method is also achieved by using snapshots in the
VM-based ITS systems [6,7]. Heo et al. [12] introduce a method for finding an optimal exposure time
by considering resources in the rotation process of the VM. Using reactive recovery, they proposed
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an additional scheme that restores abnormal VMs first by changing the order of VM rotations [13].
Most existing SCIT-related works have focused on adjusting VM rotation schedules to improve
system performance. However, these SCIT systems can be significantly affected by a massive-scale
attack like DoS or DDoS, because the number of online VMs are fixed in a SCIT system.

Lim et al. [14] proposed an adaptive cluster transformation (ACT) scheme to enable systems to
survive various types of intrusions. This ACT scheme was able to maintain quality of service (QoS) by
adopting a variable cluster size depending on the system status. However, the ACT increases the number
of VMs by two at a time, regardless of the number of current online VMs. Therefore, the efficiency
of cluster expansions under a massive packet attack is limited. Moreover, the ACT scheme only
focuses on analyzing service response time, without considering available resources. In other words, it
does account for resource waste phenomena, because it assumes unlimited resources. Shin et al. [15]
introduced a VM migration scheme to preserve QoS by replacing exhausted VMs. Additionally,
a cluster expansion scheme like ACT was applied in order to mitigate DoS attacks. Jang et al. [16]
proposed another ACT-based cluster expansion scheme to preserve QoS under malicious intrusions by
using proactive and reactive recovery. However, none of the above-mentioned schemes considered
the number of current online VMs at the point where the cluster is expanded. As a result, QoS is
significantly degraded under massive DoS attacks. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an optimal
cluster expansion scheme to maintain good QoS even under massive DoS attacks, by optimally
adjusting the number of online VMs. We also analyze resource waste efficiency by comparing the total
number of increased or decreased VMs from the proposed scheme with the necessary number of VMs
for preserving QoS.

3. Proposed ITS System

In this section, we present an optimal cluster expansion scheme for ITS. Figure 2 shows the
architecture of the proposed scheme. The considered system consists of a robust cluster controller
(RCC) and multiple hosts. The RCC controls the whole system in order to provide a guaranteed QoS
under any circumstances, including a massive DoS attack. The RCC also determines the cluster size
and redistribution of packets in queues by monitoring the VMs in every host and checking overall
system performance with the incoming packets. Detailed RCC operations are addressed in Section 3.4.
The proposed scheme is based on the following assumptions:

• The maximum number of VM processing packets is constant
• The main target scenarios are massive DoS attacks
• The existing attacks are prevented by IDS and IPS
• The considered cloud system has sufficient VMs and hosts

The entire system process can be divided into three cases: cluster size expansion, unprocessed packet
distribution, and cluster size reduction. To preserve QoS service without degradation, it is important to
expand the cluster size at the right time. The expansion and reduction timing should be determined by
considering service response time, VM queue size, and central processing unit (CPU) usage.
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Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed scheme. HW: hardware.

3.1. Cluster Size Expansion

To continuously maintain reliable service under a massive DoS attack, an appropriate cluster
size expansion method must be used. That is, when online state VMs are not properly processing
requested packets, cluster size expansion is needed to increase the number of online VMs.
In a conventional ACT scheme, the cluster size increases when the response time for a packet is
greater than a predetermined threshold value:

Xdelta = f (restime),

f (restime) =


2 if restime > Θres_time sizeup

−2 if restime < Θres_time sizedown

0 otherwise

Xnext = Xcurrent + Xdelta, (1)

where restime is the requested packet response time and X is the number of online VMs. Θ is a specific
threshold value. The cluster size will be increased by two regardless of the Xcurrent value. When the
Xcurrent value is small, adding two VMs can be sufficient to process the packets in the queues.
However, when the Xcurrent value is large, a two-VM increase cannot be sufficient to process every packet
in the queues. That is, the service response time of a conventional ACT scheme can be significantly
delayed as the Xcurrent value increases. To overcome this problem, it is possible to exponentially expand
the number of online VMs under a massive DoS attack, thereby maintaining QoS. However, it is then
inevitable that some resources will be wasted. Therefore, it is important to calculate an optimal cluster
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size that can minimize the waste of resources while preserving good QoS. In our proposed scheme, we
consider both the incoming packet amount and the online VM packet processing time to compute the
exact number of VMs that are needed to preserve QoS. We also consider additional parameters such as
CPU usage and queue length, as well as packet response time, in order to determine the exact timing
of the changing cluster size:

Z = {restime, usecpu, len},

Xnext = f (Z, λ),

f (Z, λ) =



λ
aγ if restime > Θres_time sizeup

and usecpu > Θcpu_use sizeup

and len > Θlen sizeup
λ
aγ if restime < Θres_time sizedown

and usecpu < Θcpu_use sizeup

and len < Θlen sizeup

0 otherwise

(2)

where Z is a set of three input parameters: packet response time (restime), CPU usage (cpu_use), and VM
queue size (len). λ, γ, and a represent the incoming packet amount per second, the user-requested
service level, and the VM processing packet amount per second, respectively. Cluster size expansion is
performed when all three parameters satisfy the predetermined conditions. The number of increased
online VMs is determined by simultaneously considering the incoming packet numbers and the
VM packet processing capabilities. Therefore, the increased number of online VMs can process the
requested packets, maintaining QoS under a massive DoS attack.

3.2. Unprocessed Packet Distribution

Whenever a cluster needs expansion because of a massive DoS attack, it takes time for the
cluster to be extended. During the cluster expansion time, the packets from DoS attacks accumulate
in the online state VM queues. Thus, QoS will be necessarily degraded. To mitigate this problem,
an additional packet distribution process is performed while the cluster expands. The total number of
unprocessed packets, denoted as S, can be computed by summing all unprocessed VM packets. S can
be expressed as

S =
n

∑
i=1

Zi, (3)

where n is the number of online VMs before cluster size expansion, and Zi is the number of unprocessed
packets of the ith VM. After cluster size expansion, the unprocessed packets are distributed to all
online VMs, including newly created VMs. Let D be the average number of packets allocated to each
online VM, which can be calculated as follows:

D =
S
N

, (4)

where N is the total number of online VMs after cluster size expansion. Therefore, in our
proposed scheme, an unprocessed packet distribution process is performed whenever the cluster
size is extended, in order to preserve the required QoS under a massive DoS attack.

3.3. Cluster Size Reduction

A cluster size reduction process is performed when the requested packets decrease. Similar to
the cluster expansion process, the exact time at which the cluster size changes is determined using
three parameters: packet response time, CPU usage, and queue length. Equation (2) shows how to
reduce cluster size by considering the incoming packet amounts and VM packet processing capabilities.
Decreasing the number of VMs helps to reduce resource waste. Unlike in a cluster expansion process,
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the active state online VM is not immediately changed to an inactive state when the cluster size
is reduced, because the packets in a queue must be processed before changing into an inactive state.
The overall cluster size reduction process is the inverse of the cluster size expansion process.

3.4. Cluster Management

Generally, the service response time to users in a cloud environment should be shorter than 0.77 s,
as indicated in [17]. Additionally, it is known that the cluster size must be increased when CPU usage
reaches 80%, and decreased once again when usage falls below 50% [15]. The RCC is the monitoring
service response time, CPU usage, incoming packet numbers, and queue length in real time. When the
service response time is longer than 770 ms, CPU usage is higher than 80%, and queue length is higher
than 50%, the RCC proceeds with an optimal cluster expansion process by considering incoming packet
numbers and VM packet processing capabilities. During the cluster expansion process, an additional
packet distribution process is performed to preserve QoS by preventing packets from converging into
a specific VM. On the other hand, the RCC performs a cluster reduction process when the service
response time is shorter than 770 ms, CPU usage is under 50%, and queue length is under 30%.
The active VMs are changed into an inactive state to conserve resources. The detailed process of cluster
expansion and reduction is described in Algorithm 1 using pseudo code.

Algorithm 1 Cluster expansion and reduction process

Input:
Nmax . Maximum number of online VMs
clustersize . Current number of online VMs
usecpu . Mean value of CPU usage
restime . Mean value of response time
len . Mean value of queue length
λ . Number of incoming packets
a . Number of packets being processed by a VM
γ . Required service level
f lag . Boolean value of system ability

Cluster expansion & reduction process:
while f lag is true do

if usecpu > 0.8 and restime > 0.77 and len > 0.5 and clustersize < Nmax then
Xnext ← λ

aγ

clustersize ← Online VM(Xnext)

submit_Vm_List(clustersize)

Update_Host_in_Cluster
create_Vm_in_Host
Unprocessed packet distribution()

end if

if usecpu < 0.5 and restime < 0.60 and len < 0.3 then
Xnext ← λ

aγ

clustersize ← Online VM(Xnext)

submit_Vm_List(clustersize)

Update_Host_in_Cluster
delete_Vm_in_Host

end if
end while
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4. Performance Analysis

Through extensive simulations, we show that our proposed scheme can provide reliable and
secure service under massive DoS attacks. We used a CloudSim simulator in this work [18]. CloudSim is
written in Java and has become one of the most popular open source simulators for modeling
virtual environments. We ran simulation on a Windows 7 (64 bit) system with a 3.3 GHz Intel i3
processor and 8 GB memory. The details of the simulation environments and setup of our simulations
are as Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation environments. VM: virtual machine.

Parameters & Descriptions Values

VM processing element capacity (PE) 512 MIPS
Maximum number of VMs in system 10,000
Highest acceptable response time [17] 0.77 s

Initial number of VMs 14
VM cleansing time [7] 146 s

VM exposure time 900 s
VM attack follows a Poisson distribution with µ 0.000485

To evaluate our proposed system in terms of availability, reliability, and resource waste, we conducted
simulations in three different scenarios: normal packets, continuous DoS packets, and one-pulse DoS
packets. We compare our results with a conventional SCIT and ACT scheme to show the effectiveness of
the proposed scheme. Moreover, we add an additional scheme (namely, an exponential-ACT) to show
an extreme case: we expand cluster size exponentially to rapidly adjust cluster size. Exponential-ACT
schemes are advantageous because they can maintain good QoS under a massive attack. However,
it is likely that the number of VMs is increased above the necessary amount, leading to resource waste.
Therefore, we simultaneously examined four different systems.

Figure 3a shows the incoming requested packets per second during a simulation without
a DoS attack. Approximately 100∼220 packets(count) are incoming to the system every second.
Figure 3b,c shows the response time and VM resource results for four different systems: SCIT, ACT,
exponential-ACT, and the proposed scheme. Because the incoming packets are not from a DoS attack,
a cluster expansion is not performed, and all four systems produce the same results.

Figure 4a shows the incoming requested packets per second during a DoS attack.
Approximately 1000∼1120 packets(count) are incoming to the system every second. Figure 4b shows
the service response time results under a DoS attack. The response times for SCIT and ACT increase
linearly with time, but the response times for exponential-ACT and our proposed scheme are shorter
than 770 ms, and are almost constant for the whole duration (i.e., QoS is maintained). Figure 4c shows
the number of online VMs as a function of time. The number of VMs from the exponential-ACT system
increased to 1038, while the remaining systems had fewer than 117 VMs. Therefore, the resource waste
from the exponential-ACT scheme is significant, whereas our proposed scheme optimally expanded
cluster size to maintain good QoS without wasting resources.

Figure 5a shows a one-pulse DoS attack scenario. Approximately 2000∼2150 packets are incoming
between 1600∼3900 s. Figure 5b shows the response time results for each system. The response times
for SCIT and ACT increase continually, even after the DoS attack ends. This occurs because the
requested packets from the DoS attack remain in the queue, and a limited number of online VMs is
available to process them. In contrast, the response times for exponential-ACT and our proposed
scheme are stable for the whole time, although there is a slight increase at the beginning of the one-pulse
DoS attack. The performance of our proposed scheme is similar to that of an exponential-ACT scheme
with respect to packet response time. However, the number of VMs in the exponential-ACT system is
substantially higher than the number of VMs in our proposed scheme, as shown in Figure 5c.
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To more efficiently analyze resource waste, we define the VM processing rate parameter as
the number of actual VMs that are used to process packets divided by the total number of VMs at
a given time. Figure 6 shows the VM processing rate of each scheme under three different scenarios.
When there is no DoS attack, the initial number of VMs is maintained and is fully used to process
incoming packets for the duration of the simulation time, as shown in Figure 6a. In contrast, when there
is a continuous or one-pulse DoS attack, the number of VMs increases in every system to process
incoming DoS packets. The VM processing rates for the SCIT, ACT, and our proposed scheme preserve
100% without wasting resources, because all the additional VMs are fully used to process packets.
In contrast, the VM processing rate of the exponential-ACT scheme decreases significantly because of
the redundant VMs that are created by the expansion process but are not used for processing packets,
as shown in Figure 6b,c.

(a) Packets (count) (b) Response time

(c) Number of VMs

Figure 3. Scenario 1: normal packets. ACT: adaptive cluster transformation. (a) packets (count);
(b) response time; (c) number of VMs.
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(a) Packets (count) (b) Response time

(c) Number of VMs

Figure 4. Scenario 2: continuous denial of service (DoS) packets. (a) packets (count); (b) response time;
(c) number of VMs.

(a) Packets(count) (b) Response time

Figure 5. Cont.
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(c) Number of VMs

Figure 5. Scenario 3: one-pulse DoS packets. (a) packets (count); (b) response time; (c) number of VMs.

(a) Normal packets (b) Continuous DoS packets

(c) One-pulse DoS packets

Figure 6. VM processing rate in three scenarios. (a) normal packets; (b) continuous DoS packets;
(c) one-pulse packets.
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Table 2 lists average response time, average VM processing rate, and total VM running time
under three different scenarios. When there is no DoS attack, the average response times for four
different systems are the same. However, under a DoS attack, the average response times for the SCIT
and ACT schemes increase significantly, while the average response times for the exponential-ACT
and our proposed scheme is reasonably small compared to the response times for the SCIT and
ACT schemes. Although the response time performance of the exponential-ACT is similar to that of
our scheme, the average VM processing rate of the exponential-ACT is much smaller than it is in our
proposed scheme, because of the waste of resources. Therefore, we show that our proposed scheme
can provide good QoS under a massive DoS attack without wasting resources by properly expanding
cluster size.

Table 2. Total average response time and VM processing rate and total VM running time in
three scenarios. DoS: denial of service, SCIT: self-cleansing intrusion tolerance, ACT: adaptive cluster
transformation.

Description Normal Packet Continuous DoS One-Pulse DoS

Total average response time (ms)

SCIT 7.41 1406.36 1810.25
ACT 7.41 955.95 529.78

Exponential 7.41 186.61 197.19
Proposed 7.41 87.41 200.98

Total average VM processing rate (%)

SCIT 100 100 100
ACT 100 100 100

Exponential 100 74.42 73.29
Proposed 100 100 100

Total VMs running time (s)

SCIT 1106 1106 1106
ACT 1106 2374 2002

Exponential 1106 25,082 12,699
Proposed 1106 8625 5499

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss several considerations in designing our proposed ITS. First, it is
necessary to determine the threshold value at which a cluster size expansion or reduction process
will be performed, because overall system performance can vary under different threshold values.
Additionally, we need to account for the user-requested service level in order to adjust the threshold
value. For example, when the user requested service level is high, the threshold value can be adjusted
to a lower value in order to provide stable service. However, when the user-requested service level is
low, the higher threshold value can be used to provide less stable service. Second, the total number of
available VMs and hosts must be sufficient to protect the system from a massive DoS attack. Even if we
use an optimal cluster expansion scheme, system QoS cannot be guaranteed when a limited number
of VMs are available to support a massive DoS attack. Thus, our proposed scheme is appropriate
for cloud environment scenarios where the number of VMs is not limited. Third, whenever a VM is
created by the expansion process, it takes time for the VM to be able to provide actual services. This VM
waiting time is not negligible. Therefore, it would be interesting to study how to minimize this VM
waiting time. Estimating the cluster expansion timing is important, because it then becomes possible to
prepare available VMs in advance and begin providing services whenever needed. Analyzing packet
history and patterns in an ITS using machine learning techniques can also be applied to the estimation
of the cluster expansion. For example, when we analyze the daily packet patterns by using machine
learning, we can easily observe that the packet amount during daytime is significantly different from
the nighttime packet amount. Thus, it is easy to detect a DoS attack when the packet amount is
increasing during the nighttime. Fourth, an appropriate application service for the proposed ITS is
a Web service or Domain Name System (DNS) service, because those services have short-term sessions.
In contrast, a database service that does not have a short-term session will require more time whenever
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a cluster expansion or reduction process is performed. Fifth, the proposed ITS must cooperate with
the pre-existing IDS and IPS. It is possible that the ITS can protect a system from unknown attacks
that the IDS and IPS cannot detect. Then, the ITS will inform the IDS and IPS of the unknown attack
information in order to prevent future attacks. Sixth, for security purposes, the RCC that controls
the overall system must be physically unreachable from outside of the system. If an attacker can
reach the RCC, the complete ITS system can be broken down. Therefore, we believe that the proposed
ITS system will provide good QoS to Web-based cloud services, by taking into account the multiple
considerations mentioned above.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

In this study, we proposed an optimal cluster expansion-based ITS in order to provide
stable and reliable services under massive DoS attacks. We took queuing theory into account for
incoming packet numbers in order to determine the optimal number of increased or decreased VMs.
Moreover, our proposed scheme increases system performance by minimizing resource waste while
preserving good QoS. Our simulation results show that the proposed ITS scheme outperforms
conventional ITS schemes such as SCITs, ACTs, and exponential-ACTs. Our future work will include
the development of a new cluster expansion scheme that can control the rotation scheduling of VMs
under a massive attack. For example, when the rotation of VM is rapid, system security will be
enhanced because of the short exposure time of the online VMs. However, the VM rotation overhead
will increase, and more resources will be required for the fast VM rotation. Therefore, we aim to
develop an optimal scheme for maintaining appropriate VM rotation and system performance,
while minimizing resource waste. We will examine how to improve system performance and security
by optimally controlling the VM rotation schedule, and we will also investigate different types of
attack models.
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